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Response Planning re: COVID-19 on Construction Sites and Major Turnarounds

For ongoing construction projects over 50 people, what is the criteria being used to stand down 
work? live answered
For Larry or any of the panel, Are you using any type of selective medical screening or 
questionaires for your people on site? live answered

The timing of this virus outbreak with the normal flu season is very confusing with symptoms 
being very similar.  Have you gotten any professional input from the medical community on how 
to tell the difference between Covid 19 and a normal flu?
What is the impact to maintenance and capital projects? live answered
How are you dealing with remote camp worksites, and meeting the distancing and 50 person 
limits? live answered
what happens with camp workers who get put in quarantine in camp will they be getting paid 
during this time?
Would shutdown services be considered "essential" due to the risk of delaying routine 
maintainence?  When are shutdowns anticipated to be rescheduled to? live answered

Are these presenters preparing protocols to do temperature testing prior to access to a worksite?
It’s Turnaround season and how is everyone coping up with continuing efforts to execute these or 
have plans changed. What would be the strategy to follow?
What are your screening practices?
Have you been monitoring what the city of Boston has been doing, as they shut down all 
construction sites this week?
If any TA scope is regulatory driven, how has the response been from ABSA been on 
extensions/deferral?

We have yet to request extensions/deferrals from 
ABSA, interally looking at potential deferal options.

For camp jobs - how are you determining when you quarantine on site and when its time to 
evacuate. How where will you evacuate sick workers? Also are any of you keeping your gyms 
open at camp? It seems like the GoA announcement didn't apply to camps. Kyle Keith live answered

Ref. screening personnel and contractors prior to arriving at site.  Where and when are these 
screening done?  At the site security gate or before the person leaves his/her residence?
We are running into a shortage of disinfectant and cleaning supplies that me cause us to 
shutdown certain projects. What are some of the measures being taken to supply projects with 
these supplies?

Have you had employees who have tested positive and if so, what did it mean to your plan?

So if I understand correctly, the decision to proceed with construction projects is being done on a 
case-by-case basis but there isn't an industry wide push to cancel or postpone construction?
Can someone clarify what site screening means?
what procedures are you using to cope and deal with the mental health issues that are developing 
from this pandemic.

Camps with more than 100 people, and have people regularly switching on and off shifts coming 
and going every week to and from cities, can see devastating effects if even one case is discovered 
on site considering a large portion of the workforce here are older folks. How do we ensure this 
doesn't happen, when do we make that tough call to shut down site, will that decision be made 
before a case breaks out on site? live answered
are there privacy concerns with using security guards and transportation providers gathering 
personal employee (medical) information?



Are you giving consideration to the services provided in your regional areas and how you already 
have support from subcontractors who have employees dedicated to said areas?  In other words, 
they have not left your area of service and therefore pose little risk and might be the best support 
you have for existing projects?
What are you doing with the workers who are being turned away during screening?   Isolate 
them?  Send them home?  Serious condition to hospital?
Could workcamps be offered to the government as temporary medical facilities if needed, if 
hospitals and the infrastructure gets overstretched?
How are you managing outbound employees in FIFO situations?  Are they using questionairres 
and temp checks too?

is there a concern that people will self-medicate with fever-abating over-the-counter medication, 
even though medical advice seems to be to avoid such things in order to let the fever run its 
course as part of the body's healing mechanisms?
Who is doing the thermal scanning? Nurses? Laborers?
Are they wearing PPE?
how are you managing workers at site who fall in the higher risk category of impacts from the 
virus?

the fatality rate  curve seems to increase dramatically over 40 (.04% rate under 40). Is limiting 
older worker access a practcal mechanism to save lives in essential services?
Have Contractors or Owners issued Force Majeure notices related to labour availablity or still 
trying to work through the restrictions?

Have any of the contractors heard concerns from smaller communities regarding potential for 
your workforce to overwhelm their hospitals and if yes, what is your plan to manage?

Today our Canadian client is going forward and beginning an outage using ~450 workers over the 
next 18 days.  The trust associated with the company CEO deciding to continue is being 
applauded as a both an economic and social testament of a positive approach to dealing with the 
CoV-19 pandemic.  Social Distancing and Hygiene amongst other controls are all being 
approached as per guidelines and the evolution of the pandemic is being addressed with all 
workers respective to their safety and well-being.
Our issue is supplies, local area establishments are closing.  Sundries and supplies are 
disappearing.  Procurement support is one of the larger risks.
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